Prospect RV Park
August 2012
This rally was slightly different for us in that there was no club house. Instead, there was a
chuck wagon. Our hostess, Beckey Becky, made the most of the amenities we had and we all
enjoyed the park which was very rustic with a big fire circle area in the middle. The camp
owners provided hotdogs and marshmallows for everyone one evening along with live
entertainment which was enjoyed by all.
Our group took advantage of the local sites with the main one being Crater Lake. There was
also a Jamboree weekend in Prospect itself with various vendors and activities. It was pretty
hot that weekend and some of us just tried to stay cool. Our usual games were pretty much on
hold because of the lack of a club house, but we still all managed to have fun.
Crater Lake, as you may know, is the deepest freshwater lake in the United States at 1,932 feet.
It is the caldera of a collapsed volcano and the water is an incredibly clear, deep blue. This year
we discovered that they had trolley rides around the lake with a park ranger along to provide the
narrative. We learned a ton of information about the lake as well as the flora and fauna. If you
visit when the trolley is running, it is well worth it!
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Over at the Prospect Jamboree you could find some of us sitting in the shade near a fan after
standing in front of a big mister to help with the heat.

Sunday evening we all went out to dinner at the Prospect Hotel – a beautiful old hotel with a
definite turn of the century atmosphere and very good food. Here are Janet, Dottie and Dee on
the way to dinner.

